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Why Are Presentation Skills Valuable? 

With information flowing across the world, presentations are an increasingly important part of a 
researcher’s life. A presentation is sometimes a way to announce your wonderful new research 
findings to the world.  

But presentations are also a very important part of the research process. By presenting you can “road 
test” your research, getting invaluable feedback from audiences with different backgrounds and 
methods that will improve your research, help you write better articles, and so on. 

Presenting is also a way for you to meet researchers, expanding your horizons and opportunities. It 
may also be an important, effective method to persuade people or organizations to fund your project. 

Finally, preparing a presentation helps you organize your own ideas and data. There’s no better way 
to ensure the clarity and soundness of your ideas than presenting them to people you don’t know. 

http://www.clker.com/clipart-stickman-holding-up.html


 

 

 
Some Benefits of Taking a Presentations Course with Us 

 Overcome nervousness & gain confidence in presenting 
 Learn to communicate your research persuasively 
 Be able to present an idea with clear, logical support 
 Understand key techniques for designing effective slides 
 Acquire techniques for handling the Q&A part of presentations 
 Receive individual support & guidance as you prepare presentations 
 Receive detailed feedback on your presentation structure and performance  
 Improve ability to interact in English in academic environments 
 Interact with students from other faculties 
 Begin to ENJOY presenting your research 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
We’ve expanded and now we have 3 native English-speaking presentations 
teachers, Associate Professors Kyle Nuske, David Toohey and Mark Weeks. 

 
Here’s some brief background from each of us... 

 
 

 
 



About Kyle Nuske’s Presentations Experience 
Presentations have played a crucial role in my process of being socialized into the community of academic 
professions. I attended and presented at my first conference when I had scarcely completed my first semester of 
doctoral studies. Although my talk consisted of little more than a literature review, I found that the opportunity 
to interact with audience members following the presentation was immensely helpful in clarifying my research 
agenda and figuring what was most important to me as a researcher and teacher moving forward.  

Since then, I have been fortunate to have opportunities to present my own research at international conferences 
in the fields of Applied Linguistics, Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL), and Composition. 
The feedback, encouragement, and criticism I received in response to my talks played a formative role in my 
later success with developing presentations into articles and book chapters. 

As one of my mentors once put it, the process of engaging in dialogues with other experts about your work is in 
many ways the highest form of learning. Accordingly, I believe that giving presentations and responding to 
others’ talks are crucial experiences for all graduate students, regardless of their particular field. 

Kyle’s Background 
♣ Education: PhD (English: Composition, TESOL) from Indiana University of Pennsylvania

♣ Research Areas: Language teacher training; critical pedagogy; ideologies of English in Japan

♣ Current Research: Critical discourse analysis of advertisements for corporate eikaiwa chains

Recent International Presentations 
 Measuring the outcomes of critical language teacher education through concept maps. Paper

presented at the Third International Symposium on Academic Writing and Critical Thinking,
Nagoya, Japan. February, 2017.

 “I just figured out I’m discriminating against my own people”: multilingual graduate students’
shifting perceptions of localized Englishes. Paper presented at the 2015 American Association of
Applied Linguistics Conference, Toronto, Canada. March, 2015.

 Resistance, subversion, and oppression in the kingdom: A critical discourse analysis of Saudi
teachers’ perceptions of English proficiency. Paper presented at the 2014 American Association of
Applied Linguistics Conference, Portland, OR. March, 2014.

 What does it mean to be a critical language teacher? : Investigating graduate students’ situated
understandings of criticality. Paper presented at the 2013 American Association of Applied
Linguistics Conference, Dallas, TX. March, 2013.

Recent Peer-Reviewed Publications 
 Nuske, K. (in press). “Critical Friends: How to develop effective critical friends PD groups.” In J.

Liontis (Ed.), The TESOL Encyclopedia of English Language Teaching. New York, NY: Wiley.

 Nuske, K. (2016). “Novice practitioners’ views on the applicability of postmethod and critical
pedagogy in Saudi EFL contexts.” In L. Buckingham (Ed.), Language, Identity and Education on the
Arabian Peninsula: Bilingual Policies in a Multilingual Context. Bristol, UK: Multilingual Matters.

 Nuske, K. (2015). Transformation and stasis: Two case studies of critical teacher education in
TESOL. Critical Inquiry in Language Studies 12(4), 283-312.



 

 

About David Toohey’s Presentations Experience 
Doing academic presentations have been an important way for me not just to do presentations, but also to get 
feedback from academics from slightly different areas. These tips have helped me learn about the strengths and 
limitations of my writing. Presenting has also given me a chance to explore what sort of research is most 
interesting to me.   
 
I first presented in my second semester of doctoral studies. Since then, I have presented almost once a year at 
international conferences. Most of these conferences have been large conferences. Even within my topical 
specialties—political science and cultural studies about immigration and media—the audiences come from a 
wide range of fields, i.e. quantitative researchers, or people from different theoretical and methodological 
backgrounds.  
 
I have met many academics that I would not have otherwise. Presentations have helped me prepare papers that 
have been published in peer-reviewed journals.  
 

David’s Background 
♣  Education: PhD (Political Science) from The University of Hawaii at Manoa 

♣  Research Areas: immigrant identity and ecology; film and media about immigration 

♣  Current Research: Mexican Americans and ecological land conflict in the U.S. Southwest with a 
JSPS grant [科研費]), 2016-2018.      

 Recent International Presentations 
 Using Builds to Clearly Present Complex Information to Multidisciplinary Audiences. Paper presented 

at the Third International Symposium on Academic Writing and Critical Thinking, Nagoya, Japan. 
February, 2017. 

 
 Using Authentic Materials from Media to Enhance Cultural Understanding in Japanese EFL 

Classrooms in Universities. (Aya Inoue co-author) Paper presented The 16th Annual Meeting of 
Hawaii International Conference on Education, Honolulu, HI, January, 2017. 

 
 Documentary Aesthetics of Nuclear Power’s Destruction of Landscapes. Paper presented at the 2016 

International Studies Annual Convention, Atlanta, GA, March, 2016. 
 
 United States Political Parties’ Policies on War and Militarization of the U.S.-

Mexico  Border: a Difference in Degree or  Kind?. Paper presented at the 2016  International Studies 
Annual Convention, Atlanta, GA. March, 2016. 
 

Recent Peer-Reviewed Publications 
 Toohey, D.E.. 2016. “Online Images and Juxtaposition as a Protest Against Border Violence: 

Independent Media Centers and U.S.-Mexico Borderlands”  (Aichi University) Journal of 
International Affairs 147: 21-44. 

 

 Toohey, D.E. 2013. The Diffusion of Environmental Governance vs. Corporate Power in the  
Context of Global Environmental Crises. The International Journal of Peace Studies 18:1 2013.  

 

 Toohey, D.E. 2012. Borderlands Media: Cinema and Literature as Opposition to the Oppression of 
Immigrants. Lexington Books. 



About Mark Weeks’s Presentations Experience 
I presented my first academic paper internationally in California in 1994. I was shaking so much 
with nervousness I could barely speak! But that was just the beginning, and in recent years I’ve 
been doing one or two international presentations on my research each year. So academic 
presentations are not just a theoretical thing for me; they are part of my life, as they are for all 
researchers today. I need them and believe it’s possible for us to enjoy them. 

Of course, I read about presentations and listen to other people talk about them, but the greatest 
learning experience for me comes from doing my own presentations and watching others. 
Learning what works, and what doesn’t, and how that may change according to the audience, is a 
fascinating process. So I’m still learning (sometimes from my own mistakes) and I will always be 
learning because my presentation is never perfect and trends change. 

Mark’s Background 
♣ Education: PhD (English) from the University of Western Australia

♣ Research Areas: cultural and cross-cultural studies, philosophy

♣ Current Research: Comparing laughter across cultures under a JSPS grant [科研費]), 2015-18

Recent International Presentations 
 “What are You Talking About?! Practicing Presentations Across Disciplines,” at the Third International

Symposium on Academic Writing and Critical Thinking, Nagoya, Japan. February, 2017.

 “Solitary Laughter: Breaking the Silence,” International Society for Humor Studies 28th Annual
Conference, Dublin, Ireland, June 27-July 1, 2016. 

 “Steps Supporting Greater Cultural Diversity in Theoretical Discourses on Laughter,” International
Society for Humor Studies 27th Annual Conference, Oakland CA, USA, June 29-July 3, 2015. 

 “Laughter as a Time Machine: A Nomadic Investigation,” 53rd Annual Meeting of the Society for
Phenomenology and Existential Philosophy, New Orleans (LA), USA, October 23-5, 2014. 

Recent Peer-Reviewed Publications 
 “The Enigma of Solitary Laughter,” European Journal of Humour Research 4:3 (2016), pp. 76-87.

 “American Beauty: The Art of Work in the Age of Therapeutic Masturbation,” European Journal of
American Culture 34:1 (2015), pp. 49-66.

 “Abandoning Our Selves to Laughter: Time and the Question of Self-loss in Laughter,” Israeli Journal of
Humor Research: an International Journal 3 (2013), pp. 58-75.



For details of our presentations courses see pages 32 - 36 of the Graduate School 
Common Courses Catalogue for 2018 or pages 6 - 10 of Course Information Fall 2018. 

Click on the “Graduate School Common Courses 2018” button on the Mei Writing website 
or go here: http://meiwriting.ilas.nagoya-u.ac.jp/courses.html 
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